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The Citroën garage is a building designed by the architects A. Dumont and M. Van 
Goethem in the early 1930s (1933, to be exact).  
It is an immense 16 500 m² complex designed to take a car factory and showroom, 
and is a textbook example of functionalist logic and the industrial architecture of the 
interwar years. Glass and steel are virtually the only building materials, and the scale 
and particularly streamlined design lend the building a great expressiveness.  
Themes such as openness, light, transparency, flexibility and horizontality play a 
major part. The building occupies practically a whole block and is composed quite 
literally of a head and a body: the showroom, which looks towards the city, and the 
workshops, which represent the nerve centre bustling with activities.  
The showroom and the workshops together constitute the Citroën garage: the 
showroom and the workshops form a single whole.  
The building was recently purchased by the Société d’Aménagement Urbain de la 
Région de Bruxelles-Capitale, which hopes to convert it to host a museum of 
modern and contemporary art. The study conducted by Wessel de Jonghe, Advisers 
and MSA aims:  
- to define the heritage qualities of the various components of the building;  
- to establish the conditions for transforming this building into a museum of modern 
and contemporary art, together with an architecture centre and complementary 
programmes opening on the neighbourhoods;   
- finally, to consider the planning conditions for the opening of the building to its 
immediate surroundings.   
The approach we have developed is characterised by: 
> respect for the heritage, while finding a new balance between it and the 
functionality of the building vis-à-vis the new programmes; 
> researching this balance between heritage and functionality through tests of 
volumetric installation for the new programmes; 
> setting up operational tools in terms both of measuring the costs of conversion 
and the condition of the building, and approaches to the implementation of the 
programme. 
The work took place in three successive stages.  
 
Phase 1: Status assessment - Heritage and architectural assessment of the 
building in its urban context  
The following aspects were studied at this stage: 
> Urban setting: projects in progress, urban and planning context, mobility, issues 
surrounding public space and grid, volumetric tests, etc. 



> Buildings and framework for conversion: QuickScan of buildings (architectural and 
heritage value), potential for conversion/principles of conservation and frame of 
reference, models for intervention in the building, etc.  
> Integrity of the building: structure, load-bearing capacity, water-tightness, 
roof/façade/partition, etc. 
> Programming: the modern and contemporary art context in the Brussels-Capital 
Region, benchmarks for “mixed cultural buildings”, museum typologies, potential 
partnerships, hotel programme benchmark, and programme scenarios reflecting two 
main variables: the size of the museum hub and the launch of complementary 
programmes (hotels, housing, etc.) 
 
Phase 2: Development of contrasting scenarios 
The following aspects were studied at this stage: 
> Urban context: definition of planning objectives, and approaches to mobility and 
public space + visual translations 
> A framework for conversion: developing a vision for the conversion of the 
buildings (installation and articulation with an additional building, the showroom as 
icon, the conceptualisation of the building as a ‘street’ with circulation and public 
space, air-conditioning design, etc.)  
> Layout for four scenarios: plans and axonometric projections, 3Ds and reference 
images. 
> Renovation costs: preliminary budget estimate 
> Potential property income: assumptions and estimates 
> Project roll-out: scenarios for implementation and management, frame of 
reference. 
 
Phase 3: Drawing up the final scenario 
The following aspects were studied at this third stage: 
> Conversion and building framework: drawing up the scenario around the 
principles of compactness, the maximisation on public space, a landmark tower and 
an option for establishing a hotel programme (as a variant). 
> Renovation costs: final budgets  
> Project roll-out: drawing up a final scenario for implementation   
 
Planning, architecture and heritage principles developed in relation to the 
building.  
The study enabled us to identify the conditions under which the Citroën building 
could be re-used as a whole, and the planning conditions for the associated 
measures.  
 
Showroom 
Conversion offers the chance to restore the original and characteristic spatial effect 
of the exhibition hall/showroom by removing the floors and columns that were 
added at a later stage. A major concern of the scheme will be to restore the original 
transparency between the showroom and the workshops. The original framework is 
still partly present. It will be for the designer to find an appropriate solution.   



Within the showroom, it would be advisable to set up a modest permanent special 
programme, given that the main entrance to the museum of modern and 
contemporary art will be located there.  
 
The workshops 
The workshops consist of a vast hall with a floor area of almost 15 000 m². Above-
ground development within the workshops could rise to around 24 000 m².  
This programme could be added while respecting the heritage value of the building 
and preferably while respecting certain limitations.  
For example, we propose to retain the structuring north-south and east-west axes. 
In this respect, it is more a matter of respecting the quality of the visual cones than 
the literal alignment of facades along the length of these axes. 
It is also desirable to keep these visual cones open, from the axes to the framework 
of the glazed roof, so that the roof structure remains visible.  
To strengthen or articulate the intersection of the north-south and east-west axes, a 
construction and hence a programme could be added at the point where they cross. 
The intersection of these two axes could thus function both literally and figuratively 
as a meeting point and ‘landmark’ within the building. 
 
Planning ambitions: create a clear space in front of the building and open onto 
the Place Sainctelette and the Canal 
Links and focal points are formed through clearing the sightlines towards the 
different facades of the Citroën building and by creating new pedestrian spatial 
relationships connecting the complex with its surroundings.  
Public space will be cleared towards the Canal so as to open up the Quai des 
Péniches for uses in connection with the future facility. 
On the Place Sainctelette side, there should at the least be a pedestrian space 
cleared to allow people to gather and to enhance views of the building. The 
showroom, as an identifying aspect, must as a minimum be recognisable and visible 
from the Boulevard Léopold II axis, in particular from the exit of the Yser metro 
station. 
Another type of contextualisation of the complex consists of integrating it into a 
wider public space, connected on the one hand with the future regional park to be 
established on the Quai des Matériaux and on the other with the future 
redevelopment of the Place Sainctelette. 
Here the minimum target should be the removal of the service road in front of the 
showroom, creating a clear reception space. A wider ambition might consist of 
opening up a larger esplanade to future museum facilities in front of the showroom, 
redirecting vehicular traffic laterally to the southern side of the Place Sainctelette. 
The combination of this aim with the total closure of the Quai des Péniches to traffic 
would make it possible to create a vast public space. 
 
The study has been completed, and now serves as the basis for the 
international architecture competition that will be launched shortly with a view 
to transforming the Citroën garage into a Brussels branch of the Pompidou 
Centre. 



 


